In a previous paper we introduced the condition-based approach, consisting of identifying sets of input vectors, called conditions, for which there exists an asynchronous protocol solving consensus despite the occurrence of up to f process crashes, and characterized this set of conditions, e~ k. [d], that might be useful in practice, and we use them to show that the class containments stated above are strict. Various properties of the hierarchy are also derived. Mainly, it is shown that a class can be characterized in two equivalent but complementary ways: one is convenient for designing protocols while the other is for analyzing the class properties.
INTRODUCTION
The Consensus problem lies at the heart of many distributed computing problems one has to solve when designing reliable applications on top of unreliable distributed asynchronous systems. There is a large literature dedicated to studying theoretical and practical aspects of this problem (e.g., [5, 21] ), that can be informally stated in terms of three requirements. Each process proposes a value, and has to decide on a value (termination) such that there is a single decided value (agreement), and the decided value is a proposed value (validity). One of the most fundamental impossibility results in distributed computing says that this apparently simple problem has actually no deterministic solution in an asynchronous system even if only one process may crash [15] . To circumvent this impossibility, known as FLP, two main approaches have been investigated. One of them consists of relaxing the requirements of the problem, by either allowing for probabilistic solutions (e.g., [6] ), or for approximate solutions (f-agreement [14] , or k-set agreement [12] ). Another approach consists of enriching the system with synchrony assumptions until they allow the problem to be solved [13] . This approach has been abstracted in the notion of unreliable failure detectors [11] . There have also been studies of hybrid approaches, like combining failure detection with randomization [2, 25] , or more general approar~hes for designing algorithms in situations where there is some information about the typical conditions that are encountered when the respective problem is solved [7] .
We have recently introduced a now condition-based approach to tackle the consensus problem [22] . This approach focuses on sets of input vectors that allow n processes to solve the consensus problem despite up to f process crashes, in a standard asynchronous model. Let an input vector be a size n vector, whose i-th entry contains the value proposed by a process pi. A condition (which involves the parameters f and n) is a set of such vectors that can be proposed under normal operating conditions. We are interested in f-fault tolerant protocols that (1) solve consensus at least when such a condition holds, and (2) are always safe. Safe means that the protocol guarantees agreement and validity, whether the proposed input vector is allowed by the condition or not. In addition, we would like the protocols to make the "best effort" to terminate (for example, they should terminate in all failure-free executions). This is the best we can hope for, since the FLP impossibility result says we cannot require that a consensus protocol terminates always, for every input vector. But, by guaranteeing that safety is never violated, the hope is that such a protocol should be useful in applications. For example, consider the condition "more than a majority of the processes propose the same value." It is not hard to see that consensus can be solved when the inputs satisfy this condition, when f = 1. It is plausible to imagine an application that in some real system satisfies this condition most of the time; only when something goes wrong, the processes proposals get evenly divided, and only then should the protocol take longer to terminate (or even not terminate).
In [22] , we characterized the conditions that admit a consensus protocol with the above properties. That is, we described a set of conditions, denoted here e~ k, and proved that there is a consensus protocol for a condition C if and only if C E e~ k. We presented two equivalent combinatorial descriptions of the class e~ h, and described two natural conditions C1 and C2 in e~ h that might be useful in practice, and proved them to be maximal (they cannot be extended). The class e~ 'k is quite rich, since it includes every condition for which there exists a condition-based consensus protocol. The protocol we have presented in [22] can be iustantiated for each particular condition C E e~ k. It has the same step complexity, whatever the condition it is instantiated with, namely O(n log(f + 1)) read/write shared memory operations per process.
Content of the paper. This paper continues our study of the condition-based approach, from the complexity perspective. It has four main contributions. 1. Although a priori it could be that all conditions of e~ '~ are equally difficult to solve, it seems plausible that some conditions of e~ k are more difficult to solve than others. If this is the case, there would be more efficient protocols, specially tailored for particular classes of conditions. In practice, one would be interested in identifying the simplest classes of conditions whose input vectors occur frequently, because such classes would perhaps have very efficient consensus protocols. In this paper we show that this is indeed the case. For the first contribution we study the structure of the class e~ k, defining a hierarchy of classes of conditions,
where e[O]_ _ ~k and e [ll is the class of easiest conditions, also denoted e~ t. 2. We present a condition-based consensus protocol that can be used for any condition of degree d, and shows that the value f -d upper bounds I the "di~cultff' of the class e [d]. More precisely, it is shown that the number of collect operations that are executed by our consensus protocol is related to d. l~ughly speaking, for any condition C E ell d], the number of collect invocations of the wait-free, conditiondependent part of the protocol is proportional to log2(fd + 1). Hence, when we progress in the hierarchy from the largest class e~ k = e~ ] to the smallest class e} t = e [f] f, there are more and more efficient consensus protocols, until one gets e~ t, which can be solved with essentially zero collect operations.
The condition-based consensus protocol uses two param1We recently discovered a more efficient protocol for f < n/2, with only linear complexity [24] , showing that our hierarchy is interesting only for f >_ n/2.
eters P and S (as in [22] ) that depend directly on the condition. The predicate P tells a process if it can decide based on its view of the input vector, and the function S tells it the value to decide. The protocol consists of three parts. The first part allows a process to get an initial view of the input vector, namely, a vector with at least (n -f) input values. The second part, based on an idea presented in [4] , is wait-free, and executes a number of collect/write iterations that depends on the degree d of the condition. During each iteration, a process tries to enrich its view of the input vector, in such a way that the views finally obtained by the processes satisfy some containment properties. Among the final views, any two views that (together) have more than (f + d) undefined entries are ordered. Basically, this means that the degree d of a condition defines the view coherence level needed for the processes to decide consistently. Finally, the last part of the protocol is where a process makes its best effort to terminate. The complexity of a condition is evaluated in terms of the number of steps of the walt-free part of the protocol. Theoretical basis and related work. The foundation underlying the proposed condition-based approach can be forrealized using topology (e.g., [18] )• Our setting is not exactly that of the previous topology papers, because those consider decision tasks where processes have to terminate always, with an output vector satisfying the task specification. Our notion of problem is a kind of "safe tasl~' where, in addition to the requirements of a decision task, processors are required to satisfy a safety property when inputs are illegal, without necessarily terminating. From this point of view, our paper is a complexity study of the class of safe tasks with a particular kind of output vectors: all decisions in an execution are equal. In general, the study of f-fault tolerant decision tasks requires higher dimensional topology (except for the case of f = I which uses only graphs [9] ), and leads to undecidable characterizations [16, 17] (NP-Hard for f = 1 [10] ). We are able to derive our results using only graph connectivity, due to the simplicity of the allowed output vectors. The main innovation in this context is that the definition of our input graphs depends on the degree d, and hence its connectivity is affected by a bound on step complexity. Our work might be a first step in the direction of showing interesting lower bounds on the number of read/write operations needed to implement an atomic snapshot operation. The problem of defining and implementing a linearizable snapshot object from single-writer multi-reader registers has been studied since [1] . In the wait-free snapshot protocols presented in [1] , each update/snapshot operation requires O(n 2) read and write operations on atomic registers. The best known wait-free simulation of snapshots from read/write operations has O(n log n) step complexity [4] 2. If there turns out to exist a linear time implementation of the snapshot operation, the hierarchy introduced in this paper would collapse 3. Indeed, in models where linear snapshot implementations axe known (e.g., multi-writer registers [19] , dynamic test&set or randomized dynamic, single-writer multi-reader [3] ) the hierarchy collapses, because one can use such a snapshot implementation (in the algorithm of [22] ) to solve consensus for any condition in e~ ~ with linear step complexity in the corresponding model.
We remark that the set of acceptable conditions is quite rich. In general, they do not satisfy the closure properties needed for the BG-simulation [8] that would allow us to derive results from one level of resilience to another.
Organization of the paper. Section 2 introduces the computation model. Section 3 presents the condition-based approach. Section 4 defines the hierarchy of classes of conditions. Section 5 presents the general condition-based protocol. Section 6 studies the two particular conditions 01 [al and 02 [d] . Some proofs are omitted for lack of space, they can be found in [23] .
COMPUTATION MODEL
We consider a standard asynchronous shared-memory system with n, n > 1, processes, where at most f, 0 _< f < n, processes can crash. The shared memory consists of singlewriter, multi-reader atomic registers. For details of this model see any standard textbook such as [5, 21] .
The shared memory is organized into arrays. The j-th entry of an array X[1..n] can be read by any processes pi with an operation read(X[j]). Only pi can write to the ith component, X [i] , it uses the operation write(v, X[i]) for this. In addition to the shared memory, each process has a 2More precisely, using [20] , the proposed protocol can be improved to require O(n log n) basic operations per snapshot and O(n) per update, or vice-versa. 3Although this is not the only way of showing that it collapses, as demonstrates our sequel work [24] for f < n/2. local memory. The subindex i is used to denote pi's local variables.
To simplify the notation we also consider the following non-primitive, non-atomic collect operation which can be invoked by any process pi. It can only be applied to a whole array X[1..n], and is an abbreviation for V~ : do read(X[j]) enddo. Hence, it returns an array of values [al,... , an] such that a s is the value returned by read(X[j]).
THE CONDITION-BASED APPROACH FOR CONSENSUS SOLVABILITY
In the consensus problem there is a set V of values that can be proposed by the processes, _L ~ ~, and IV[ _> 2. In an execution, every correct process pi proposes a value vi E V and all correct processes have to decide on the same value v, that has to be one of the proposed values. The proposed values in an execution are represented as an input vector, such that the i-th entry contains the value proposed by pl, or _l_ if pi did not take any step in the execution. We usually denote with I an input vector with all entries in V, and with J an input vector that may have some entries equal to 1. If at most f processes can crash, we consider only input vectors J with at most f entries equal to l, called views.
Let V n be the set of all possible input vectors with all entries in V. For I E V n, let ~Z I be the set of possible views, i.e., the set of all input vectors J with at most f entries equal to l, and such that I agrees with J in all the non-J_ entries of J. For a set C, C C_ ~)n, let Cf be the union of the :Zf's over all I E C. Thus, in the consensus problem, every vector J E V~' is a possible input vector.
The condition-based approach consists of considering subsets C of ~)n, called conditions, that represent common input vectors in a particular distributed application. We are interested in conditions C that, when satisfied (i.e., when the proposed input vector does belong to C f), make the consensus problem solvable, despite up to f process crashes. More precisely, we say that a protocol solves the consensus problem for a condition C and f if in every execution whose input vector J belongs to V~, the protocol satisfies the following properties:
• P-Validity: A decided value is a proposed value.
• P-Agreement: No two processes decide different values.
• P-Best_Effort_Termination: If (1) J 6 Cy and no more than f processes crash, or (2) all processes are correct, or (3) a process decides, then every correct process decides.
The first two are the usual validity and agreement consensus requirements.
A HIERARCHY OF CLASSES OF CON-DITIONS
This section defines and investigates the hierarchy eli "] C If 1]
[1]
[0] e Ic ... c e I c ef of condition classes that allow solving the consensus problem. As previously noted, it was proved in [22] that the largest class in the hierarchy, eli °1, includes every condition for which a consensus protocol does exist. This study is done in two directions, namely, acceptability and legality of a condition. These notions were introduced in [22] without the degree notion. Here they are generalized to any degree d.
We use the following notation. For vectors J1, J2 E V~,
, andwe say that J2 contains J1. Let ~=(J) denote the number of entries of J whose value is z, with = E Y U {_L}.
Acceptability and Legality
Given a condition C and a value of f, acceptability is a combinatorial property of C, inspired on an operational notion defined in terms of a predicate P and a function S that have to satisfy some properties in order that a protocol can be designed. Those properties are related to termination, validity and agreement, respectively.
The intuition for the first property is the following. The predicate P allows a process p/to test if a decision value can be computed from its view. Thus, P returns true at least for all those input vectors J such that J E 27! for I E C.
• Property Tc-+p: I E C =:, VJ E :r! : P(J).
The second property is related to validity.
• Property VP-,s: VIE ~ : VJ E ly :
The next property concerns agreement. Given an input vector I, if two processes p~ and pj get the views J1 and J2, and both belong to Z! such that P(J1) and P(J2) are satisfied, these processes have to decide the same value of V, from J1 for p~ and J2 for pj, whenever the following holds, for each integer d in the range 0 < d < f.
• Property Aid] "=P--*s : Vl E ~ : VJl, J2 E Zy: 
To-+p, ~P~o
The parameter d is called the degree of the condition. A class of conditions can be analyzed using an alternative representation of its conditions, namely a graph. Given a condi- 
DEFINITION 2. A condition C is (f, d)-legal if for every connected component of Gtd](C, f), there is an input value v that appears in every one of its vertices.

THEOaEM 1. A condition C is (f,d)-acceptable iff it is ( f , d)-leaa.
Proof =~ direction: Let C be an (f, d)-acceptable condition with parameters P and S, and consider the graph G[dI(C, f). Let C' be the vertices of one of its connected components.
Let us show by induction on the edges of the connected component C' that S is constant on C'. We consider two eases representing the two kinds of edges: 
Hence, S(J1) = S(J2) by definition of S.
• Case ~±(J1)+#±(J2) _< (f+d). We need to show that S(J1) = S(J2). Since P(J1) A P(J2) holds, by definition of P, there exist I1, I2 in C, with J1 E :Zlf and J2 E 772f. teresting. We will use f-wcak-aceeptability as a synonym of (f, 0)-acceptability (or (f, 0)-legality), and f-strong-acceptability as a synonym of (f, f)-acceptability (or (f, f)-legality).
Then it is easy to check that we can use • Property A~_,s : VI 6 V n : VJ1, J2 E If : P(J1) A P(J2) =} S(J1) = S(J2), instead of A[pY~s in the definition of (f, f)-acceptability. Also, we can use ~ok . Vn
• Property Ap_~s. VIE : VJI, J2 E Zy : (Jl < J2) A P(J1) A P(J2) =¢. S(J1) = S(J2), instead of ^ [o] in the definition of (f, 0)-acceptability, al-
xxp-.}S
though this is not as easy to see [22] .
The Hierarchy
Here we describe the hierarchy of conditions that allow solving the consensus problem, and some of its properties.
DEFINITION 3. The class C~ ] consists of all the (f, d)-acceptable conditions (or equivalently, by Theorem I, all the (f, d)-legal conditions).
The next theorem provides the complete hierarchy of classes of conditions. We already discussed the reason for the C containments. We shall later prove, in Theorem 9, that they are strict. [2Th .... 4
Another property that follows from the legality characterization of a condition is that it is possible to trade fault tolerance for "richness" of a condition. For example, for f < n/2, C2'~ C_ C~ t. More generally, this is expressed by the following "trading" theorem:
Proof Consider a condition C E ff~d~a] and its graph G[d-a](C, f +or), where vertices I1,12 are joined by an edge if dist(Ii, I2) <_ f +a+d-a = (f +d). Now let us consider the graph G[d](C,f). It is a subgraph of G[d-a](C,f + cO, since it is based on the same input vectors, which are connected in the same way; G[d](c, f) is exactly G[d-a](C, f+a)
where all views that contain more that f values equal to _k are removed.
Since G [d-a] (C, f + c~) contains a common element in each connected component, so does Gidl(C,f).
That is, C is (f, d)-legal, and hence C E e[j ]. r~Theo~e,,~ 5
Defining Predicates P for the Classes e7 k and c)*
We conclude from Theorem 5 that C~f = ~2lP[°] C_ C[/] ---C) *. But, if a 2f-weak-acceptable condition is given with a pair of associated parameters (P, S), this theorem does not provide a systematic way to derive a pair of parameters for the corresponding f-strong-acceptable condition. The theorem that follows provides such a systematic construction.
THEOREM 6. Let f < n]2. If C is a 2f-weak-acceptable condition with parameters (P, S), then C is f-strong acceptable with parameters (Pmi~,S), where P,m,~(J) -(31 E C :
JeZD.
Proof Let C be a 2f-weak-acceptable condition with parameters (P,S). C is (2f,0)-acceptable, or equivalently (2f, 0)-legal. From Theorem 5, it follows that C is (f, f)-legal, which is the definition of the f-strong-legality. As Zf C /:2I, it follows that S is well-defined on If. Moreover, Pmln trivially satisfies Ta~p,~i~. It follows that C is f-strong acceptable with (Pmin, S).
[3Zheore,n S
Given an f-strong-acceptable condition C with parameters P and S, the following theorem introduces a systematic way to associate with C a pair of predicates (/~, S ~) such that P' may be better than P in the following sense:
VJ E V~: P(J) ::~ P'(J).
THEOREM 7. Let C be an f-strong-acceptable condition (i.e., C E e [I]) with associated parameters (P,S). C is f-strong-acceptable with the parameters (P',S') defined as follows:
• P'(J) ---(3J0 _< J: (#±(J0) < f) ^ P(Jo)), • S'(J) = S(Jo) where Jo is such that (Jo < d') ^ (#±(Jo) <_ f) ^ P(Jo).
Proof See [23] . nTh .... m 7
A CONDITION-BASED CONSENSUS PRO-
TOCOL FOR e~
The Consensus protocol Presented in Figure 1 is an n process protocol that solves the consensus problem for any condition C of degree d and f, once its parameters P, S have been correspondingly instantiated 5. It generalizes the protocol we presented in [22] (that works only for d --0) by including a strong_collect procedure that partially orders views. This procedure (including the auxiliary classifier_improver called classifier in [4] ) is a direct generalization of the scale procedure of Attiya and Rachman in [4] (in turn inspired by [3] ), and the correctness proofs are similar.
The Consensus Protocol
To take into account and exploit the degree d of a condition, the protocol uses a strong_collect abstraction. We first define its specification, and based on it, prove the correctness of the consensus protocol. The next subsection presents an implementation of the strong_collect abstraction.
The strong_collect abstraction. The goal of this abstraction is to provide processes with views of the proposed values that are ordered by containment when the number of _1_ values exceed some threshold. Due to Property Aid] the
~P'--~S'
views including ~few" / values are guaranteed to provide a consistent decision (if any). A snapshot abstraction (such as [1, 4] ) could be used instead. But, ordering by containment all views, a snapshot would be more expensive than the strong_collect abstraction which is not required to order all views. As d increases, the step complexity (i.e. the number of atomic read/write operations on shared variables) of the strong_collect abstraction reduces, until it becomes a void statement when d = f. Conversely, when d decreases, strong_collect orders more views. More precisely, to correctly implement the strong_collect abstraction, a protocol should satisfy the following specification, where I is the input vector of the execution of the consensus protocol that invokes strong_collect: 
~. j,<j; <J,
SAs we have seen, the class e~ ] is interesting only when f < n -d. Moreover, in our sequel [24] there is a protocol with no collect in the walt-free part when f < n/2. Hence, this section is interesting for f _> n/2 > d, which is exactly the case where there is no message passing solution [22] .
The number of steps ezecuted by a process pi is: O(n log(f -d + 1)).
The consensus protocol. The protocol assumes P and S have been instantiated to correspond to a condition C that belongs to the class e td], so that P, S satisfy Property If, while waiting for a decision, pi discovers that every process has written a value to W, and no process can directly decide (all these values are T), Pi concludes that every process has deposited its initial value in the shared array V in line 1. Then, pi reads V (line 10) to get the full input vector, and proceed to decide according to a fixed, deterministic rule F that returns one of the input values (such as max). (6) if (wl ~ T) then return(wi) (7) else repeat Xi ~--collect(W); Recall that the step complexity considers only the second, walt-free part of the protocol, that is, the shared memory operations performed by the strong_collect subprotocol. The other parts are independent of d and C.
Function Consensus[fdl ( vi ):
I1) write(v,, v[i]);
2) repeat Ji ~-collect(V) until (#_L(Ji) _< f); (3) J~ +-strong_collect[d](Ji); (4
) if P(J') then wl +-S(J'i) else wi +--T; (5) write( , w[i]);
THEOREM 8. Consensus~ ] solves the consensus problem for f and any condition C E etf d] if its parameters P, S satisfy Property Tc-~ p , Property VP-~ S , and Property atdl ~p..+S • The step complexity of a process is O(n log(f -d + 1)).
Proof P-Validity: It follows from the code, from Property VP-.s, and from the first item of Specification 1, that a decided value is a proposed value. P-Agreement: To prove that no two processes decide different values, let us first consider two processes, pi and pj that decide in line 6. Thus, P(J~) and P (Jj) Now, let us assume that Pi decides at line 8. Then, it decides a value decided by another process at line 6, and we are done. Finally, assume pi decides in line 11. Then pi gets Xi[k] = T for all k, and hence no process decides at lines 6 or 8. Moreover, all processes that decide get the complete input vector, and as they all apply the same (deterministic) function F to this vector, they get the same decided value. P-Best_Effort_Termination: The proof is similar to the one in [22] , using Specification 1 and Property Tv-.e.
Step Complexity: Follows directly from item 3 of Specification 1.
F-]Theorem 8
Implementing the strong_collect Abstraction
This section describes the implementation of the strong_ collect abstraction in Figure 2 . Basically, an execution of strong_collect by a process Pi traverses a labeled binary tree T, starting at the root with its initial view Ji, and then going down one level in each iteration of its loop (fines 4-5), until it terminates in a leaf with a final view J~. At each vertex of the tree, processes propose views, which get refined into two categories: "rich" views proceed to the right son of the vertex, and the other views proceed to the left son. The aim of a tree traversal is to allow processes to classify and enrich their views, and ensure that the final views obtained by processes that have "too many" _L entries (those views are at the left of the tree) are dominated by the views that have less _L entries (those views are at the right of the tree).
Notice that f and d do not appear in any line of the protocol. These parameters affect only the depth of the tree T and its labeling. So, we first describe the behavior of the protocol for arbitrary trees. We will then show that there exists a particular tree for which the proposed protocol satisfies the strong_collect requirements of Specification 1.
Traversing a labeled binary tree. The tree used by strong_ collect is a data structure shared by the processes which can access it from the pointer root. Each non-leaf vertex v con- Let the size of a view J be [JI = n -#±(J) (number of positions of J with a non-_l_ value). As suggested before, each process Pi traverses the tree from the root downwards modifying its initial view and getting a possibly enriched view such that its size is always in the interval [L(v), H(v)] of the vertex v being traversed. An interval is trivial if its size is 1. The processes that terminate in a leaf v with a trivial interval, namely, L(v) = H(v) = z, get the same view (of size z), while the views of processes that terminate in leafs with non-trivial intervals are not guaranteed to be ordered by containment. In addition, the tree structure and its traversal guarantee that any view J dominates any view J' obtained in a leaf on the left of that view, i.e., J' < J. Any tree can be used, as long as the intervals of the children of a vertex form a partition of the parent interval, and the interval of the root contains the sizes of the initial views. More precisely, the labels are set to satisfy the following properties (hence, the intervals associated with the leafs of the tree form a partition of the interval associated with the root):
t execution. The process starts at the root with its initial view, namely, currenti = Ji. Then, it uses an underlying abstraction classifier_improver (see below) to ameliorate its view. More precisely, at line 4 the process calls
root.classifier_improver(currenti) (which uses H(root.lefl) as
the boundary between the intervals of the children of root, and root.R as shared array), and gets back a "new" view stored in currenti, and a boolean value (richi) indicating if the view is rich for this node (for the root of the tree, richi is true if the view has more than H(root.lefl) entries different from _L). If so, the process moves to the right son of root, while if the view is not rich enough, it moves to its left son. This is repeated until a leaf of the tree is reached.
Function strong_collect~](,h): resu/t(~) 
e. I u,,,o~.,-~c.) {s,,~}l ---H(v),
J,,~ < J~,~ tohenever H(v) < L(u) h Pi • visited(v) ^pj • visited(u)
J,,~ = Jj,~ uJhenever L(v) = H(v) ^ p,,pj • visited(v).
Proof See [23] .
E]ze~= 1
Designing an appropriate tree. We now design a tree T [d] for each d in [0, f], to be used by the protocol Strong_collect~ 1. We assume d < f, because otherwise the protocol is not needed: no views need to be ordered, and no tree is need- Proof lmrnediate consequence of the height of the tree T [d], and the fact that a collect costs n steps.
[3CoroUaru 1
53
Implementing the classifier_improver Abstraction
As we have seen, the aim of the classifier_improver abstraction associated with the vertex v is to ameliorate the current views of processes pi visiting this vertex v, orienting them to the left or right subtree rooted at v, according to the size and the content of their current views. A protocol, implementing this abstraction for a vertex v, is described in Figure  3 . It works as follows. The processes write their views J~ to a shared array v.R, and end up with views J' either of size at most H(v.left) or greater than H(v.lefl). Processes also get back a boolean value richi that indicates which of the two cases occurred. Hence, this procedure is invoked for each non-leaf vertex v, and each of these invocations is independent of the others. contradiction. The proof of Specification 2(4), follows directly from the code (no entry value is created by the protocol).
For the proof of Specification 2(5), let us first notice that for every process pi such that richi = no, we have J,'. = Ji. Now, let us consider the set of processes pj that get richj = no. Among them, let Pk be the last that executed line 1. Due to the linearizability property on the basic write and read operations, when Pk executes line 2, it sees the inputs of all the processes pj such that richj = no. Thus, the size of the union of these inputs must be at most H(v.left), since otherwise pi would get richi = yes when it executes line 3. 
The Condition c1~ d]
The idea of this condition is to guarantee that all the processes have the same extremai (largest or smallest) value in their local views in order to decide on it. We (arbitrarily) consider the largest value (max(J) denotes the largest non-_L value of J). Formally, we have: [
I I
The following is a consequence of Lemma 6 (that follows) and Theorem 1. The proof of Lemma 6 can be found in [23] . 
